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Summary 

The streamwise velocity profile 1s estnbllshed as the most 

suitable basic profIle for the calculatxon of three-dlmenslonal 

turbulent boundary layers. Measured streamwxse profxles are 

compared with Thompson's two-dunenslonal profile famzly and It 

1s shown that the discrepancies produced by the varlatxon of 

flow directIon wlthin the boundary layer, the pressure gradlent 

normal to the external flow and the convergence or divergence 

of the flow are generally small. The result of the streamwlse 

pressure gradlent (which 1s as much a two-dImensIona as a 

three-dunenslonal effect) can, however, be very appreclnble. 

The four effects llsted above are expressed as non-dlmenslonal 

parameters and llmlts are suggested withln which the streamwlse 

proflle is likely to be moderately well represented by Thompson 

(or similar) two-dimensional profiles. Some consideration 1s 

given to the associated problem of estimating the coefflclent of 

skin frlctlon in three-dlmenslonal boundary layers and some 

alternatIve methods are compared. 
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1. Introduction 

There are serious shortcomings in our knowledge of three- 

dImensIona turbulent flows and calculatzon methods for three- 

dlmenslonal turbulent boundary layers have generally used, 

wherever possible, descrlptlons of the flow developed for 

two-dlmenslonal boundary layers. This had made It necessary 

to adopt a streamline coordxnate system*. With this system the 

velocity wIthIn the boundary layer can be dlvlded Into a cross- 

flow component (xn a dlrectlon normal to the external flow) 

having zero velocity at the boundary layer edge as well as at the 

surface, and a basic proflle (which 1s very often the streamwlse 

profxle) having free stream velocity at the boundary layer edge 

and zero velocity at the surface. Thxs 1s illustrated in 

Figure 1. 

When the three-dlmenslonal effects, lncludlng crossflow, 

are small, the use of two-dzmenslonal descrxptxons for the flow 

1s natural and needs no Justlflcatlon. In general, however, the 

effects are not small and the approxlmatlon has been Justlfled by 

the observation that the basic proflles generally resemble the 

form of two-dlmenszonal proflles and have been quite well described 

by two-dzmenslonal profxle famllles. The paper lnvestlgates the 

use of a reliable proflle family to describe the three-dxmenslonal 

Thus 1s a system of orthogonal curvlllnear coordanates in which 
one coordinate, In our notation S) 1s measured along the pro~ec- 
tion on to the surface of the flow Just outslde the boundary l$iyer. 
n 1s measured normal to s in the plane of the surface and ; 1s 
measured normal to the surface, as lndlcated zn Figure 1. 
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basic proflle III a more systematic way than has been tried 

before, and an attempt IS made to provzde a guide to the llmlts 

wIthIn whxch the approxxmatlon may be used with some confidence. 

The associated use of two-dlmenslonal skxn frlctlon relations to 

determzne the coefflclent of skin frlctlon ~.n three-dxmenslonal 

flows 1s also consldered. 

It 1s not easy, however, to make a quantitative assessment of 

the degree of slmllarlty between the two and three-dzmenslonal 

profiles. This would require the comparison of measured three- 

dlmenslonal profiles with measured two-dlmenslonal profiles of 

ldentxcal form parameter and Reynolds number (assuming that these 

two parameters are sufflclent to describe the profxles fully) 

and with the experImenta data avaIlable this 1s quite 

lmpractlcable. The Inner region of two-dlmenslonal turbulent 

boundary layers, in the absence of strong pressure gradzents, has 

a partxcular mean velocity dxstrlbutlon usually known as the law 

of the wall. It 1s therefore possible to compare the inner 

region of three-dimensIona basic profiles wxth the more or less 

universal two-dImensIona veloczty dlstrlbutlon. Thzs IS 

particularly useful, since two-dlmensxonal profzle famzlxes rely 

upon the valldlty of the law of the wall over an apprecxable 

part of the boundary layer thickness; good agreement between 

measured proflles and the proflle fannly 1s likely only when 

the measured profile satzsfzes the law of the wall, at least 

approximately, for a conslderable part of the boundary layer 

thxckness. Comparison of measured basic proflles wxth the law 

of the wall shows, xn fact, that the streamwIse profxle 1s the 

basic proflle most likely to be well described by two-dImensIona 

relations. such comparisons are also used to explain dlscrepan- 

cles between measured proflles and the proflle famllxes where 
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these occur. 

2. The two-dimensional profile family 

Colesl and more recently Thompson 
2 

have proposed models 

for the mean velocity profiles of two-dimensional turbulent 

boundary layers. In the absence of strong pressure gradients 

both are capable of representing two-dimensional profiles very 

accurately. To preserve continuity with earlier work by the 

present author, Thompson profiles have been used here, but the 

conclusions should be equally applicable to Coles' model. 

Thompson's profile family uses the concept of intermittency 

(or pseudo-intermittency). It is assumed that, while turbulent, 

the mean velocity is given by the law of the wall, 

U f = UT. f(qg , and while non-turbulent by the free stream 

velocity, u 
9. 

The average mean veloaity is then given by 

u=u f + (1 - Y).Us , 

where Y, a function of distance from the surface, is the 

intermittency distribution and u r is the friction velocity. 

The intermittency as deduced from measured velocity profiles 

using the above equation, is found to take a more or less 

universal form, although this differs significantly from the 

intermittency distributions measured with hot wires. 

Thompson constructed his family so that the profile 

u/us = u/Us( 3 /e) is presented in terms of the form parameter 

H(= b*/Q), and the Reynolds number based on momentum thickness, 

Rg(= 'JUs/V 1. Using the law of the wall, Thompson produced 

skin friction relationships based on the same assumptions es 

the profile family, the coefficient of skin friction , cf, 
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also being given in terms of H and Rg. The results of 

Thompson's skin frxctlon law are 1x1 good agreement with 

predIctIons by the well-known Ludwleg-Tillmann relation. 

3. Three-dImensIona considerations 

a) The choice of basic profxle 

The basic profile must have zero veloczty at the wall and 

free-stream velocity at the boundary layer edge and xn a skewed 

boundary layer there are several posslbllities which satisfy 

these requu-ements. Since we are lookzng for close agreement 

between the two-dimensIona representation and the basxc profxle 

It 1s profxtable to find whzch of the possible profiles most 

closely resembles the corresponding two-dimensIona proflle. 

In the absence of strong pressure gradxents, the uxnsr 

regzon of two-dimensIona turbulent boundary layers shows a 

unique relation for the mean velocity known as the law of the 

wall. It 1s therefore expected that to be satisfactorily 

represented by a two-dxmenslonal proflle family the three- 

dimensIona basic proflle must show reasonable agreement with 

this law. The measure of agreement can be readily tested by 

plotting the profxle in the manner suggested by Clauser4 and is 

shown by the accuracy with which the experzmental points defxne 

a lxne having slope and position compatible with the contours 

drawn according to the law of the wall. 

The sxmplest of the basic profxles (and the one most 

convenient for the purpose of boundary layer calculations) is 

the streamwxse profile, u/us. Also very straightforward zs 

the resultant proflle, (u2 + v2)3 /Us' where for this purpose 

the proflle is considered zn one plane. Comparatively recently 

Perry and Joubert5 suggested that the developed profile 
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u (1 + (g,2)* 

i us . du should be used. This form was derived 

0 

from a simple mxang length analysx. 

In Flgure 2 the streamw~se, resultant and developed profxles 

are plotted on Clauser charts for three measured boundary layers. 

It can be seen that the streamwIse and developed profiles are 

equally compatxble with the contours of the chart, only the 

resultant proflle 1s clearly Inferxor. Because of its much 

greater slmpliclty the streamwlse profzle has been used in the 

remainder of the paper and 1s recommended as the basis of three- 

dxmenslonal calculatxons. 

b) Factors which can affect three-dImensIona boundary layers 

It 1s well known that in strong pressure gradients the 

two-dzmenslonal boundary layer ceases to be satlsfactorlly 

described by Thompson's (or Coles') profzle family, and the 

region zn which the law of the wall appears valid becomes very 

small. It 1s clearly of great Interest to know under what 

condltlons the two-dlmenslonal descrlptlon of a three-dImensIona 

profxle (say the streamwlse profIle) becomes Inaccurate and the 

two-dxmenslonal law of the wall ceases to be even approximately 

correct in the inner region. It should be polnted out that, 

although quite severely skewed boundary layers show a clear region 

in which the two-dlmenslonal law of the wall appears valid, no 

explanation for thxs observatzon has been proposed. The agreement 

vnth the law of the wall may be entirely fortuitous or It may be 

that our understanding of three-dlmenslonal turbulent flows 1s 

too lnnlted to allow us to predxct It zn skewed flows; evidence 

of the law of the wall IS snnply presented as an lndzcatlon of the 

closeness of the agreement between the two-dlmenslonal and 

three-dlmenszonal ve1oclt.y profiles and 1s not Intended to Imply 
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a common flow mechanism. 

It IS to be expected that the form of the three-dlmenslonal 

boundary layer will be affected by the pressure gradlent In the 

ap streamwIse dIrectIon, z, and by the pressure gradlent In the 

crosswIse directlax, 
% 

It ~111 also be affected by the 

varlatlon of flow du-ectlon wIthIn the boundary layer (the 

skewlng) and by the convergence or divergence of the flow. 

The effect of the pressure gradients is most obvious close 

to the surface and It is therefore appropriate to non-dimenszon- 

al~se them with respect to inner-region variables. The stream- 

wise and crosswIse pressure gradlent parameters, n s and n 
c' 

are given by Lap and 2 ap 
Pl& an 

the streamwise frlctlon veloczty.' 

velocity 1.3 clearly appropriate for 

velocxty proflle. The convergence 
. . 

, where u,=G is 

The streamwlse frlctlon 

conslderatxon of the streamwlse 

or divergence of the flow, 

1 ah2 
--9 h2 as (where h2 may be thought of as a characterlstxc 

length separating adJacent external streamlznes in the plane of 

the surface) has the dxmenslons (length) -l. It has been non- 

dimenslonallsed with respect to the streamwlse momentum thickness, 

co 

F(l-k)d<, togive 
011 3% 

ell = 
FInally the skewing 

8 S 
q-51;. 

0 

of the boundary layer 1s measured by the angle between the flow at 

the boundary layer edge and the limiting du-ectlon as the surface 

1s approached. It 1s denoted by B. 

There is little reason to suppose that the effects of four 

parameters As, A 
C’ 

Oil ah2 
h2 as 

and p are linearly related 

l 

Perry and Joubert5 used a single parameter contalnlng the vector- 
ial resultant skin frzctlon and the vectorial pressure gradlent. 
Here, where the xntentlon 1s to consider the pressure gradlent in 
the streamwIse and crosswise dlrectxons separately, two independent 
parameters are more convenient. 
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to their magnitudes, or that their combxned effects may be 

simply added. An xdeal lnvestxgatlon would Isolate each 

particular effect or- hold three constant while varying the 

fourth. It would also repeat this for a range of values 

of H and Rgll because the effect of the other four parameters 

may well depend on these. In practice, data sultable for 

such an uwestlgatlon do not exist and in this paper the effect 

of each parameter 1s assumed Independent of the other three and 

Independent of the form and Reynolds number of the streamwlse 

profile. Although this has no r-lgorous JUStlflCatlOn It does 

allow the importance of the effects to be assessed. 

Because of the dependence of the three-dxmensional boundary 

layer on AS, AC, 811 ‘2, 
h2 

and p it 1s convenient. to 

group them all as three-dlmenslonal effects. in fact As IS 

not really a three-dImensIona effect but is the familiar two- 

dImensiona pressure gradient parameter extended to three-dunen- 

slonal flows. This dlstlnctlon is important because it will be 

shown that most of the large discrepancies between the measured 

streamwise profiles and the profIle family 1s attributable to 

the streamwise pressure gradient. 

4. The data used 

A large number of three-dunensxonal velocity profiles have 

been measured and it would be qu1t.e impracticable in this report 

to compare all of them with Thompson proflles having xdentlcal 

H and Rg values. ProfIles have therefore been selected either 

to show the effect of a particular parameter or combinatxon of 

parameters, or to show the typical results of a particular 

geometry. It must be emphasised, however, that no selectIon has 

been made in order to obtain good agreement between the streamwlse 
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and Thompson profxles. The data are summarised below. 

Kehl 6 included in h1.s measurements xn diffusers boundary 

layer developments in convergent and dIvergent channels where 

the aspect rat.10 was adJuSted to give either zero or very small 

pressure gradients. The channels were straight so that there 

was no crosswise pressure gradlent or corresponding crossflow. 

Only two proflles are consIdered here, one measured in dlverglng 

flow, the other in convergIng flow. In each case the values of 

@ll ah2 

I 1 
-- 
h2 as 

were almost equal and the Reynolds numbers were 

comparable. 

Cumpsty and Head' measured the velocity profiles on the 

attachment line of a long swept wing. For this singular flow 

there 1s no streamwlse pressure gradlent or growth and no cross- 

flow,but strong flow divergence. 
Oil ah2 

Typical values of - - 
h2 as 

for the fully turbulent boundary layer were around 10 times the 

values observed by Kehl. 

Francis and P'lerce 
8 

measured the boundary layer developments 

in two curved ducts each of different, but constant, radius. 

Some addItIona measurements were made in a straight duct 

downstream of the one of smaller radius. There was vxtually 

no streamwIse pressure gradlent along the duct so that the skin 

frxctlon and the value of AC renalned approximately constant 

for each duct radius. The crossflow grew inltlally very rapldly 

and profiles with different values of B could be compared at 

the same value of AC. After a fairly short distance along 

the duct, however, the crossflow began to show the effects of 

the side walls and the boundary layers can no longer be taken 

as typical of those found in external flows. 

The well known data of llornung and Joubert9 were measured in 

the highly disturbed region in front of a CU-cular cylinder 
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standing on a flat plate. Figure 3 shows the isobars and 

external streamlines on which are superimposed a map of the 

locations at which profiles were measured. The numbers refer 

to the number of the run measured at the adJacent position, 

shown by a cross. The external flow streamline pattern is 

approximate and was deduced from measured flow directions at the 

boundary layer edge. It is clear from Figure 3 that the 

boundary layer was exposed to a variety of streamwise and cross- 

wise pressure gradients. Furthermore, the magnitudes of the 

corresponding values of bs and A 
c 

were In some cases very 

large. Thus, with n s and AC changing along each streamline, 

and with large crossflows and divergence, these measurements are 

particularly unsuited to analysis where the effects of the indiv- 

idual parameters are desired. It IS used here principally to 

assess the general effects of large values of these parameters, 

but precise conclusions are impossible. 

The recent measurements on a swept wing by Cumpsty and Head 
10 

have also been used. These were made on a long wing of large 

thickness-chord ratio, swept at 61’. Because of the large 

thihkness-chord ratio they tend to represent conditions on a 

practical wing at an angle of attack rather than in the cruise 

attitude, and therefore give an idea of the upper values of h 
c 

likely to be encountered on swept wings. Five profxles are 

considered, extending from the position of minimum pressure to 

within a short distance of the separation line. 

The data is summarised in Table 1 together with values of 

the parameters from other geometries for comparison. In some 

cases the values of 
as A0 

and could be found only very 

approximately and the values obtained should be used with some 

caution. The values of Ac were obtained for Hornung and 
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Joubert's data by measuring the external streamline radius on 

a figure such as Figure 3, (the value of AC on Altman and 
I .  

Hayter'siL swept wing was obtalned in the same way), and 

similarly the values of A 
s for Hornung and Joubert's data 

were found by measuring distances along streamlInes between 

isobars. For Cumpsty and Head's measurements on the rear of 

@ll 
the swept wing, the values of As, AC and h ah2 

s Jr were 

deduced from the measured pressure dlstrlbutxon, but as these 

authors point out, there is some uncertainty associated with 

this procedure. From Table 1 It can be seen, however, that the 

values of AC and A 
S 

are generally conslderably greater for 

the data of Hornung and Joubert. Furthermore, the values of 

4, 
for Francis and Pierce's results are seen to depend almost 

entirely on the radxus of the duct. 

5. Discussxon of measured streamwise velocity profiles 

In Figure 4 two velocity proflles measured by Kehl are 

compared with the Thompson proflles having the same values of 

H and Rg as the measured profiles. The measurements at station 

Oil ah2 
14 of channel AKlc were made In a convergIng flow with - - = 

-4 
h2 as 

- 3.5 10 1 and the measurements at station 8 In channel K2 were 
0 

made In a diverging flow with 
11 ah2 

- - = 3.9 10 -4 
h2 as 

. There was no 

pressure gradient at either statlon. It can be seen that the 

agreement between the Thompson and measured profiles IS good in 

each case. Examlnxng the inner region on the Clauser plot shown 

In Figure 5, we find a rather short logarlthmlc region, for which 

probable explanation 1s that Kehl used a round pztot tube of 

diameter 0.6 mm but made no correctIon for the displacement of 

the effective centre. l&en the famxllar correction of 0.18 times 

the outside diameter 1s applxed to some of the measurements for 

I 
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proflle 14 of channel AKlc the linear region on the Clauser plot 

1s extended, but this correctIon seems to be rather too large. 

In spite of th1.s uncertainty It can be concluded that convergence 

Oil ah2 
with values of h r xn the range + 3 10 

-4 hd.9 ( at most, a 
2 

very margIna effect on the logarlthmlc part of the nuwr region 

and on the form of the streamwIse velocity proflle. Good 

agreement with the law of the wall 1s also shown by Cumpsty and 

Head's attachment line results at Reynolds numbers which are 

suffxczently high to be outside the transltlon region. This 
0 

suggests that 
11 ah2 

iiyz 
has a neglrglble effect on the form of 

the velocity profxle up to values of at least 3 10m3. 

Three boundary layer profiles measured by Francis and Pierce 

are compared with the correspondxng Thompson proflles in Figure 6. 

The proflles were selected so that one polr have approximately 

equal values of n c( AC h^ 0.01) but wxth one crossflow much 

larger than the other, while another pair have comparable crossflow 

(B = 15.9” and 17.3’1, but wxth one value of A c only about 40% 

of the other. The agreement 1s very good ~.n each case with no 

suggestIon that the proflle w1t.h largest n c and p shows poorest 

agreement. The same proflles are shown in a Clauser plot in 

Fzgure 7, together wzth a profile measured in the straight portion 

of duct downstream from the duct of smaller centrelxne radius. 

(This particular proflle shows such an unusual form that It seems 

likely that the restraint Imposed by the duct walls means that It 

has little relevance to external flow boundary layers). In each 

case there 1s a very conslderable ln~ar region on the Clauser 

plots and even for the proflle with the largest value of a c and p 

this is quote as long as that found for normal two-dImensIona 
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flat-plate boundary layers.* The slopes of the l~.near regions 

on the Clauser plots are perfectly compatible with the constant 

=f 
contours. It therefore appears that in the absence of 

streamwIse pressure gradxents and very large flow convergence or 

divergence, the form of the mean streamwise velocity proflle is 

lndistingulshable from a two-dxmensxonal profile in the inner 

regxon up to !3 = 27. and A c = 0.01. 

For reasons outllned earlier, the data of Hornung and 

Joubert are not amenable to such straxghtforward Interpretation. 

The measurements are, however, useful here because the values of 

4 
and p are very large and because they Introduce strong 

streamwIse pressure gradients. Figure 8 shows a number of 

streamwlse profiles compared with the correspondxng Thompson 

profiles, and Fzgure 9 shows a selection of the profiles on a 

Clauser plot. Runs 9,7,8,5 and 6 were made along a lxw normal 

to the plane of symmetry, with Run 9 measured on the centreline 

as lndxcated in Figure 3. Conszderatlons of flow symmetry suggest 

forRun9that AccoaandB=Or and the measured crossflow 

was Indeed very small. The agreement between the Thompson and 

measured profile at this positlon 1s nevertheless the poorest 

shown. The Clauser plot of the proflle shows an extremely short 

1lnea.r region, indicative of a very severe adverse pressure 

gradlent. In fact, an estimate for n 
s 

3.9 0.24, even larger 

than the values corresponding to Stratford's 
12 

zero-shear-stress 

layer in two dlmenslons. The disagreement between the measured 

proflle for Run 9 and the corresponding Thompson proflle 1s Indeed 

. 
It should be noted that Francxs and Pierce, using the resultant 

proflle, concluded from their data that the logarithmic law of the 
wall 1s not a satisfactory assumption for three-dxmenslonal flows. 
They found no law of the wall region comparable to that which they 
found in the two-dlmenslonal proflles they measured. 
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quite similar to those shown by Thompson2 for Stratford's measured 

profxles. poor agreement of the Thompson profxles wzth the 

measured profiles IS, of course, to be expected when the law of 

the wall region IS very short, sxxe the Thompson proflles rely 

i 
on its valxdxty over an appreciable part of the boundary layer 

thickness. In Figure 10, u/Us has been plotted against 

(dxstance from surface) 3 and, as Stratford and Townsend 13 have 

predIcted for two-dxmensxonal boundary layers in very severe 

adverse pressure gradients, there 1s an extensive lznear region. 

ReferrIng back to Figure 8 xt can be seen that for Run 8, 

when !LI 2 35’, the agreement 1s better than for Run 9 but still 

not good. The discrepancy 1s of a szmllar type to that for Run 9 

and It seems most probable that It IS still the strong adverse 

pressure gradlent in the streamwIse directxon that is responsxble 

for the discrepancy. By Run 6, however, the streamwxse pressure 

gradlent is greatly reduced, (see Figure 3 and Table 1) and the 

agreement between measured and Thompson proflles IS comparatively 

good, despite the fact that !3 and 3 
c 

are still large. There 

1s also a comparatively long linear region on the Clauser plot 

for Run 6, although at a slxghtly different slope to the contours. 

Even for Run 22, when $ = 45” and AC = 0.043, the Thompson 

profile provides a tolerable representation of the profxle and 

there is some linear region on the Clauser plot although at a 

different slope to the contours. This is partxcularly remarkable 

SIUICB, as well as the large values of A, and p at the measurxng 

posltlon of Run 22, the flow has passed through a region of strong 

posz.t.i.ve streamwise pressure gradient before entering the strong 

negative streamwise pressure field exxstzng at the measuring 

posltlon. 
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The Clauser plots of Hornung and Joubert's data do suggest 

that It 1s no longer reasonable to assume that the two-dImensiona 

inner law IS valid. This IS very notxceable for those profiles 

In strong streamwIse pressure gradients, such as Runs 9 and 8, 

and also for the profxle shown In a strong crosswise pressure 

gradlent, Run 22, where the best line through the data In the 

inner region 1s rotated relative to the contours of the Clauser 

plot. This had been clearly shown by Perry and Joubert5. 

These authors, in restrlctlng their attention to Hornung and 

Joubert's data, falled to note that with many other lmportantflows 

the conditxons are very much less severe; the law of the 

wall, and the proflle families based on It, are therefore good 

approxxmat3.ons for many cases of practical Interest. Furthermore, 

at IS noteworthy that even when the xnner region of the streamwise 

proflle differs noticeably from the law of the wall in two- 

dimensIona flows (as for example In Run 22), the profile family 

can provide a fair representation of the overall profzle. It 

is profIles measured In streamwIse pressure gradients large enough 

to have produced poor agreement in two-dimensional flows that 

compare worst with the Thompson proflle family. 

All the streamwxse profxles measured by Cumpsty and Head on 

the rear of a swept wing show excellent agreement with the 

Thompson proflles as indicated ~.n Figure 11. The Clauser plots 

of Figure 12 show that for most of the profiles there are moderate 

regions in which the logarlthmlc law of the wall 1s valid. I 

(Close to the surface there 1s a trend for U/Us to be too large, 

whzch IS almost certainly due to inaccuracy of measurement). The 

values of c A must only be regarded as approximate since they 

were obtained from the measured pressure dlstrlbutxon with some 

unverifxed assumptions. ax.-cover ( for the profiles near to the 
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separation lute the flow curvatures deduced were uncertain. 

However, the profiles show convlncuxgly that even on this thick 

and highly swept wing the comblnatlons of streamwIse and 

crosswise Pressure gradients, convergence and crossflow are 

not sufficient exther to cause appreciable discrepancies between 

the streamwise proflle and the Thompson proflle, or to alter 

radically the form of the strearnwlse inner region. 

6. The coefficient of skxn frlctlon 

The direct measurement of skin frlctlon in boundary layers 

1s dxfflcult and SUbJeCt to error. Accurate measurements of 

skin frlctlon in two-dlmenslonal turbulent boundary layers have 

generally been made by callbratlng a device in fully developed 

pipe flow, where the skin frlctlon IS known with consxderable 

accuracy. On the assumption that a universal law of the wall 

1s valid for pipe and boundary layer flow, the device (Stanton 

tube, Preston tube, boundary layer fence or razor blade) can be 

used to obtain 
=f 

in the boundary layer. In the presence of 

a pressure gradlent the universal inner law breaks down and 

estimates of 
=f 

~111 be in errcar by an amount depending on the 

depth of the device d, the strength of the pressure gradlent 

and the skin frlctlon, i.e. on the non-dImensIona parameter 

d dP 
t, ZT' 

For this reason, the razor blade technique 1s 

particularly suitable for boundary layers In pressure gradxents 

because the overall depth can be made very small. 

The razor blade technique is also very suitable for three- 

dlmenslonal boundary layer measurements and East 14 
has described 

a method for obtaining the magnxtude and dIrectIon of the wall 

shear stress. Because of the small depth of the razor blade the 

effect of the change in da.rectlon away from the surface can be made 
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relatively small. Easti5 has found that the results using 

the razor blade technique zn a severely dIsturbed flow of slmllar 

geometry to that used by Hornung and Joubert9 agree closely w1t.h 

the estimates from Clauser plots. 

East's results support the assumption made here that a lznear 

region on a Clauser plot provides a reasonable estimate for the 

skin frlctlon, emphasis bexng given to the posItIon of the line 

rather than its slope. (Thus IS particularly Important If the 

resultant proflle IS consldered, for, as Figure 2 shows, the 

slope of this profxle does not generally satlsfactorlly match that 

of the contours.) 

Because the flow 1s lamlnar in the unmedxate vicxnlty of the 

surface, the resultant velocity and shear stress both tend to the 

same dn-ectlon as the surface 1s approached. The streamwIse 

component of skin frlctlon coeffxclent IS then simply given by 

=fl 
= c f c-P, where 

=f 
1s the resultant coeffxclent and p 

1s defined as the angle between the lnntxng surface streamlnuz 

and the flow du-ectlon at the boundary layer edge. 

It seems, a prlori, that the streamwlse velocxty proflle 

~111 provide an estimate for the streamwise component of the 

skin friction coefflcxent, 
Cfl' 

whereas the resultant or 

developed profiles ~111 provide an estunate for cf. To test 

this, three profxles have been used to obtain the resultant 

coefficient of skin frxctzon from Clauser plots and the results 

are shown III Table 2. It can be seen that the agreement is 

generally very good. For Hornung and Joubert's Run 22, when 

the agreement 1s less good, .It ~~11 be recalled that posltlonxng 

the linear region 1s somewhat arbitrary, as Fxgure 2 shows. 

Cumpsty and Head 
16 

have lxkewlse shown that the Thompson skin 

friction law gives nearly identical estimates for cf when 
. 
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applied to the StreamwIse and resultant profiles. 

In Table 3 the estimates for the streamwlse coefflclent 

of skin frlctlon obtained from Clauser plots and the Thompson 

skin frlctlon law are compared for the boundary layers dlscussed 

previously. As expected, the estimates agree closely for those 

proflles which show a conslderable linear region on the Clauser 

plots and good agreement between the measured velocxty proflles 

and Thompson proflles. The profiles showing largest discrepancy 

are those measured by Hornung and Joubert in whxch the streamwIse 

pressure gradlent was very severe, in particular Hun 9. 

7. Conclusions 

1. The streamwIse ve1oclt.y proflle provides the most suitable 

basic velocxty proflle for Integral calculation techniques 

because of Its simplicity and because, for a wide range of three- 

dImensIona effects, the measured streamwise profxles have been 

found to have Inner reglon velocity dlstrlbutlons very szmllar 

to those of two-dImensIona boundary layers. 

2. The parameters As, AC, provide a measure 

of the severity of the effects to which the three-dlmenslonal 

boundary layer is subJected. WIthout such parameters It 1s 

possible to arrive at mxsleadlng conclusions regardzng the 

appllcablllty of particular approxlmatlons. 

3. The streamwlse velocxty profile 1s closely approximated by 

the Thompson proflle family (and,by Inference,by other reliable 

proflle famllxes, such as Coles') for a wide range of conditions. 

a) No discrepancy 1s dlscernlble for AC = 0.01 and p = 27O 

and, even when AC = 0.043 and fl = 45', the agreement 1s 

sufficiently satisfactory to provide a fair approxlmatlon to the 
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real profzle form. 

b) No discrepancy 1s evident when Qll ah2 
h, 

r = 3 10-4, and 

It 1s Inferred that this would be true up to at least 3 10-T. 

Cl The StreamwIse pressure gradlent 1s observed to have 

a quite marked effect on the agreement between the proflle family 

and measured streamwlse profile, comparable to that found for 

two-dlmenslonal flows. In fact the instances of greatest 

disagreement are almost entu-ely attributable to the effect of 

large streamwlse pressure gradients. The StreamwIse pressure 

gradient, It should be noted, is not a specifically three- 

dimensional effect and many of the large dlscrepancles observed 

would have been found in two-dxmenslonal flows with pressure 

gradients of comparable severity. For values of As greater 

than, say, 0.0s a noticeable discrepancy between the profIle 

family and measured profile 1s to be expected, accompanied by a 

short law of the wall region. 

4. The results of East 15 suggest strongly that the Clauser plot 

gives a reliable lndlcatxon of the coefflclent of skin friction 

even for severely dIstorted three-dImensIona flows. 

5. Provided the three-dlmenslonal effects are not too large 

(particularly As) the estimates for the resultant coefficient 

of skin frlctlon (accepting that the streamwise proflle gives the 

streamwxse component of skin frzctlon,which must be corrected to 

give the resultant skin fraction) all agree within a few per cent 
1 

using: 

a) a reliable skin friction law (e.g. that due to Ludwieg 

and TIllmann or Thompson) applied to the StreamwIse or resultant 

profile, 

and b) Clauser plots of the streamuse, resultant or developed 

velocity profiles. 
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Table 1 

Summary of Data 

Radius of 
external IQ 

streaml3ne AC ns ’ 
11 ah2 

(xnches) 
q c Degflees 

Francis and Run 212DOC 25 .009 0 0 15.9 
Pierce 

22kDOC 25 .OlO 0 0 27.1 

506DOC 55 .0036 o 0 , 7.3 

5 18DOC 55 .0042 0 0 17.3 
20610~ co 0 0 0 15.8 

Hornung and Run 5 50 0.030 +0.04 Joubert 6 50 0.017 +0.03 

8 

/ :1 

75 0.035 +0.07 i 35 
9 co I 0 +0.24 1 0 

22 40 0.043 -0.06 / 45 

Cumpsty and x=0 0.0007 +0.008 - 0.7 - 3.0 

Head (Rear of 0.217 ft - 0.0044 +0.049 - 6.3 10-T 10-j + 7.5 

swept wing) 0.466 0.0041 +0.030 - 8.3 IO -G 16.0 

0.650 0.0036 +0.027 -10.1 lo- ! 21.5 

0.813 0.0052 +0.032 1-11.6 10-3 31.5 

Kehl AKlc, 14 0 0 0 - 3.5 10 -4 o 

K2 8 0 0 0 + 3.9 10 
J 

I O 

Cumpsty and c** 2.10 5 0 0 0 +3 10-3 0 
Head 
(Swept wing 
attachment 
line) 

Altman and 
Hayter 
(Wing swept 
at 45’, 
CL = 1.0, 

x/c = 0.5) 

120 0.001 0.0021 - /20* 
C%ppI-OX. 

Gruschwxtz III 10 26.6 0.019 0 0 16.5' 



Table 2 

Resultant skin friction coefflcxent based on different 
assumptions for the appropriate velocity 

Coefficient of Resultant Skin 
Friction from Clauser chart based on 

StreamwiseiResultant 
profile profile 

Hornung and Joubert, Run 5 0.0018 0.0018 

Hornung and Joubert, Run 22 0.0021 0.0024 

Francis and Pierce, Run 224DOC 0.0031 0.0032 

Developed 

0.0024 

0.0032 
/I 



, 

Table 3 

Comparison of coefflcaent of streamwise component of 
skin friction from the Thompson skin friction law and 

the Clauser plot 

Coefflclent of streamwIse 
component of skin frxctlon 

From Thompson From Clauser 
Cf law plot 

Hornung and Joubert, Run 5 0.0018 0.0016 

22 0.0016 0.0015 I 
12 0.0020 0.0017 

6 0.0022 0.0020 

8 0.0015 0.0010 

9 0.0010 0.0005 

Francis and Pierce, Run 212DOC 0.0030 0.0030 
224DOC 0.0027 0.0027 
506~0~ 0.0033 0.0032 

518~0~ 0.0028 0.0028 

Kehl , Channel AKic StatIon 14 0.0033 0.0032 

Channel K2 Station 8 0.0034 0.0032 

Cumpsty and Head x = 0.0 0.0042 0.0041 

0.217 ft 0.0029 0.0029 
0.466 ft 0.0023 0.0023 
0.650 ft 0.0019 O.OOl9 

0.813 ft O.OOl4 0.0012 
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FIG.2 Clauser plots of three profiles comparing different velocity 
ratios 
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FIG.4 TWO velocity profiles measured by Kehl in zero 
pressure gradient 
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